13 Unit bylaws CERTIFIED in 2014

Local Sections
Ames
Erie
Illinois-Iowa
**Kansas City***
Louisiana
Nebraska
Philadelphia
Richland
Rochester
San Antonio

Divisions
Physical Chemistry

**International Chemical Sciences Chapters**
Malaysia
South Korea

*Expedited Process*
10 Unit bylaws REVIEWED in 2014

Local Sections
- Central Ohio Valley
- Cincinnati
- Jacksonville
- Louisiana
- Southeastern Pennsylvania
- Omaha*
- Tampa Bay*
- Toledo

Divisions
- Inorganic Chemistry
- Rubber

*Expedited Process
Petitions

No petitions for action in Denver (unless urgent action)

Deadline for petition consideration in Denver: December 3, 2014

See Bulletin 5 for petition guidelines: www.acs.org/bulletin5

Contact C&B: bylaws@acs.org